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Wakarusa Watershed Patrol  

Midwest Mariner Musings (BB-63) 

on Pearl Harbor Petro-Economics (6n30am) 

On 9-Jan-2001, I was inspired to SEEK desirable alternative "Eco-Futures"  
while viewing our "USS Arizona Memorial" from the bow of Battleship Missouri (BB-63)  
( foredeck Sea & Anchor Detail ) on http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/USS_Missouri_(BB-63) 
  
For a brief moment: I imagined ALL entombed marines and sailors could experience   
(through my Mind's eye) the EarthSea Keeper Legacy their sacrifices had enabled ...  

Their collective response to my i4CQuest musing was an overwhelming chorus: 
 
                "We need to F-O-C-U-S more on collaboration and cooperation  
with less dependence on conflict and conquest to resolve global differences!" 

Interdependence and Conflict - group of 3 » 
SM McMillan - Mershon International Studies Review, 1997 - ingentaconnect.com  
Page 1. Interdependence and Conflict 1  
... As will be seen below, theoretical causal mechanisms tend to focus  

on 34 Interdependence and Conflict Page 3. ...  
Cited by 49 - Related Articles - Web Search 

Myths of Pearl Harbor 
Every American knows that the Japanese launched a surprise attack against the United States on December 7, 
1941.  What most Americans don't know, however, is the real story: that an American Navy vessel actually fired the 
first shot that morning... 
 
>>Ward was named in honor of Commander James H. Ward, USN, (1806–1861),  

the first U.S. Navy officer to be killed in action during the American Civil War. << 
  
On 10 October 1845, the new Naval Academy opened at Annapolis, Maryland;  
and Lt. Ward was a member of the faculty—one of the first line officers  
to pass along the benefits of his own experience to young midshipmen.  

 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
After my 6-Dec-2005 conversation at Liberty Memorial  
with WWII US Navy Veteran Alan Caldwell of OPKS, I launched a 20-day Wikipedia Blitz.  
 
My goal was mapping Midwest Mariner relationships that influenced events surrounding Pearl Harbor's attack.  

However, I did my research using social network analysis methods  
like those for tracing connections among 9/11/2001 terrorist flight crews! 

http://www.thefuturesedge.com/page2.html
http://futurethought.pbwiki.com/Kaw%20Valley%20Heritage%20Trails#Sources
http://trumanlibrary.org/publicpapers/viewpapers.php?pid=602
http://www.factbites.com/topics/USS-Missouri-BB-63
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/USS_Missouri_(BB-63
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mind's_eye
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ursula_K._Le_Guin#Earthsea_.28fantasy.29
http://72.14.203.104/search?q=cache:Sc5hoSH9BYwJ:dubitable.com/%3Fq%3Daggregator/sources/5%26from%3D52360+i4CQuest&hl=en&gl=us&ct=clnk&cd=10
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shewhart_cycle#The_FOCUS_-_PDCA_Methodology
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Left_Hand_of_Darkness#Analysis
http://scholar.google.com/url?sa=U&q=http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/bpl/misr/1997/00000041/00000001/art00051
http://scholar.google.com/scholar?hl=en&lr=&cluster=11495798430718853449
http://scholar.google.com/scholar?hl=en&lr=&cites=11495798430718853449
http://scholar.google.com/scholar?hl=en&lr=&q=related:SYF98MNHiZ8J:scholar.google.com/
http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&lr=&q=%22McMillan%22+%22Interdependence+*+Conflict%22
http://dsc.discovery.com/tvlistings/episode.jsp?episode=11&cpi=23689&gid=0&channel=DSC
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/First_American_shots_fired_in_World_War_II
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_H._Ward
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_Civil_War
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Naval_Academy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Annapolis%2C_Maryland
http://search.discovery.com/search?proxystylesheet=wwwMain&site=wwwContent&client=wwwMain&output=xml_no_dtd&filter=0&getfields=*&q=Pearl+Harbor
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_Network_Analysis#Applications_of_social_network_theory
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>>"JOHNSON: Could you describe that a little bit more?  
 
ARNETT: Well, I'd say, after about a week in combat, you're old. I don't care if you're 19-
years-old or what. But you are an old person. You realize that, like people know that you could 
get drunk and drive, well you could have a bad wreck, but nobody thinks it could happen to 
them. But when you're in combat, you know that you can be killed. No doubt about it."  

Like his fellow war veteran William Arnett,  
Frank Sogi says these personal accounts of World War Two can change the way we 
understand ourselves, our past and our future.  

"I certainly believe that the past is very, very important for us as to how and what [the] future 
will be," he says. "And Pearl Harbor, as disastrous as it was on that day, looking back on it, it 
really improved the world.  
It became much more global." << 
@ http://www.iwar.org.uk/news-archive/2003/12-04.htm 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

As a qualified watch-stander OOD (U/W) aboard a vintage 1939 ship (AO-22),  
I spent hours wondering about our "lessons learned" we exchanged as "sea stories. 
What leadership legacy stories would I Pass-Down-the-Line to my watch relief? 

DH Grad Feedback  

2. Rules of the Road Comprehension. 3. Navigation Knowledge.  
4. Conning Your Ship (Sea & Anchor / Unrep).  
5. Completed OOD (U/W) requalification ... 
https://wwwcfs.cnet.navy.mil/swos/gradsurv.cfm   

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

CIMS's crew reflected its INTERdependent / competent caring community connections 
We honored our ALL-WinWin social contracts founded on mutual respect and TRUST ... 
  
We preserved and protected other's degrees of freedom ( NOT entitlements )  
to assure Sustainable Well-Being ... Life, liberty and pursuit of happiness 
for those depending on our "flawless" UNderway REPlentishment operations 
and the "passengers" we safely transported to multiple combatant customers! 

USS Cimarron (AO-22) - Wikipedia  

Her pattern of operations from that time into 1963 included highly effective  

... during an underway replenishment port-side approach along the San Diego, ... 

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/USS_Cimarron_(AO-22) 

 

http://www.iwar.org.uk/news-archive/2003/12-04.htm
http://www.usni.org/help/faq_publish.htm#5
https://wwwcfs.cnet.navy.mil/swos/gradsurv.cfm
https://wwwcfs.cnet.navy.mil/swos/gradsurv.cfm
http://geoventuring-lnt.blogspot.com/2006/02/all-winwin-mentorshipart-of-peace.html
http://www.eeiengineers.com/
http://www.google.com/search?q=%22Sustainable+Well%2dBeing%22+%2d+Life%2c+liberty+and+pursuit+of+happiness
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/USS_Cimarron_(AO-22)
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Futurethought Leadership Social Capital Conservancy Algebra: 

o Attitude (A1)  
o Aptitude (A2)  
o Ability to apply (A3 = A1 + A2)  

 Accountability for outcomes (A4 = A3 + A1)      

---------------------------------------- 
     

From 'Eternity' to Here  

Americans didn't always appreciate our soldiers the way we do today.  
 
Thursday, May 25, 2006 12:01 a.m. EDT  

"The first note was clear and absolutely certain. There was no question or stumbling in this bugle. 

It swept across the quadrangle positively, held a fraction of a second longer than most buglers hold 

it. Held long like the length of time, stretching away from weary day to weary day. . . . This is the 

song of the men who have no place, played by a man who has never had a place, and can 
therefore play it. Listen to it. You know this song, remember?"  

For novel readers who care about war and warriors who cared about novels, a great memory is the 

picture, seen in tens of millions of imaginations, and finally in a film, of Put. Robert E. Lee Prewitt 

playing taps at Schofield Barracks, 25 miles from Honolulu, on the eve of Pearl Harbor, in 
James Jones's great novel, "From Here to Eternity."  

It was published 55 years ago and sold three million copies, and it is on my mind today because 

I'm thinking about the taps we will all hear this Monday, Memorial Day, at ceremonies and in 

cemeteries throughout the country. When I hear it I'm going to think of what my father always said 

when he heard taps. "Play it, Prewitt," he'd say. Because that character was like men he'd known 

in the American army of World War II.  
 

 

 http://www.google.com/search?q=Reflections+on+%22Pearl+Harbor%22+Petro-Economics  

[DOC]  

Pearl Harbor 65th Anniversary: A Nation Remembers 

File Format: Microsoft Word - View as HTML 

"How They Reported It: Contrasting Headlines of December 7th, 1941 & September 11th,  
... Tora! Tora! Tora! The Japanese Aerial Experience Over Pearl Harbor ... 

www.nps.gov/usar/parknews/loader.cfm?url=/commonspot/security/getfile.cfm&PageID=138097 

 

Search Results 
Your search for Pacific War, Petro-Economics found the following documents  

(of 9594 documents searched): 

 

 

http://www.google.com/search?q=Burkhart+%22Social+Capital+Conservancy%22
http://maps.google.com/maps?saddr=Wahiawa%2C%20HI&daddr=Pearl%20Harbor%2C%20HI&ie=utf-8&v=2.1&cv=4.0.2416&hl=en
http://www.google.com/search?q=Reflections+on+%22Pearl+Harbor%22+Petro-Economics
http://www.nps.gov/usar/parknews/loader.cfm?url=/commonspot/security/getfile.cfm&PageID=138097
http://72.14.203.104/search?q=cache:sZflhybCdDsJ:www.nps.gov/usar/parknews/loader.cfm%3Furl%3D/commonspot/security/getfile.cfm%26PageID%3D138097+1941+December+7th+Reflections+on+%22Pearl+Harbor%22+Tora!+Tora!+Tora!&hl=en&gl=us&ct=clnk&cd=8
http://www.nps.gov/usar/parknews/loader.cfm?url=/commonspot/security/getfile.cfm&PageID=138097
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Displaying documents 1-2 of 2, with best matches first: 

1. Network Centric Warfare: Where's the beef?  

I  
URL: http://www.iwar.org.uk/rma/resources/ncw/smith.htm - 104KB - 06 Feb 2004  

>> We need to be able to change the mode, direction and objectives of our actions just as much as we need to 
bring speed and precision to targeting.  
That is, we must be flexible to a degree that we have never before managed. (NGFS Aim-Fire-Adjust / 
OODA Cycle Lessons Learned) 

         

2. Swarming Conference Proceedings 25June_v1.doc  
 
URL: http://www.iwar.org.uk/rma/resources/swarming/swarming-c4isr.pdf - 11,650KB - 11 Jul 2003  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

General Quarters 

Superior technologies have been the tools capturing the world's attention as they buttress American 

fortitude in battle. But those tools have been fashioned by less visible and under-appreciated scientists 

and engineers. Now, American military technology faces a crisis, “and this quiet crisis involves the 

steady erosion of America's scientific and engineering base,” writes Tom Friedman in The World is 

Flat.
26

 This crisis also comes when technological demands are increasing amid rising challenges. It is 

time to rally to the aid of science, and equally important, to the scientific and engineering community 

within the naval research enterprise. 

 

http://www.iwar.org.uk/rma/resources/ncw/smith.htm
http://www.iwar.org.uk/rma/resources/swarming/swarming-c4isr.pdf
http://www.usni.org/proceedings/Articles06/Pro10Kavetsky.html
http://www.usni.org/proceedings/Articles06/Pro10Kavetsky.html#ref26
http://dsc.discovery.com/videogalleries/exploretheworld/exploretheworld.html
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Category:Anticipatory thinking 

 

The main article for this category (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Category) is Anticipatory 

thinking (futures) ( http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anticipatory_thinking_%28futures%29 ). 

        Be Aware or BEWARE! ... Prepared minds favor chance ... 
        Think Globally / Interact Regionally / Learn (LNT) Locally 
 
        Embrace http://Virtual-Team-Tactics.futurethought.info 
          where KM=Knowledge Management & SE=Social Engineering 
                ... MAoP (Stewardship) Community of Practice (CoP) 
                @ http://www.oznet.ksu.edu/kelp/Leadership.htm ... 
 
        via http://Futurethought.info 
            

 

 

http://foros.forosmexico.com/archive/index.php?t-56199.html
http://www.acctts.com/showcase/Articles/_AnticipatoryScienceMetho.html
http://72.14.203.104/search?q=cache:CrRLxSiZhCcJ:foros.forosmexico.com/archive/index.php%3Ft-56199.html+ACCTTS+bb-63&hl=en&gl=us&ct=clnk&cd=1
http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&lr=&rls=GGLC,GGLC:1969-53,GGLC:en&q=related:foros.forosmexico.com/archive/index.php%3Ft-56199.html
http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&lr=&rls=GGLC,GGLC:1969-53,GGLC:en&q=related:foros.forosmexico.com/archive/index.php%3Ft-56199.html
http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&lr=&rls=GGLC,GGLC:1969-53,GGLC:en&q=related:foros.forosmexico.com/archive/index.php%3Ft-56199.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anticipatory_thinking_%28futures%29
http://www.acctts.com/trust-factors/Magic-Knothole_5d10pm.jpg
http://virtual-team-tactics.futurethought.info/
http://www.oznet.ksu.edu/kelp/Leadership.htm
http://futurethought.info/
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Return to River Recreation Area 

USGS: EarthSea-Keeper Memes 

 WFS-5: Children's "nature deficit disorder" will grow as a health threat. Children today are spending 
less time in direct contact with nature than did previous generations. The impacts are showing up not 
only in their lack of physical fitness, but also in the growing prevalence of hyperactivity and attention 
deficit. Studies show that immersing children in outdoor settings - away from television and video games - 
fosters more creative mental activity and concentration.  

 Pacific Northwest - Region 9 ... Chehalis Basin FTF ( Fisheries Task Force )  

During the OneKC PNTS workshop in May 2006 (at Historic Westport ),  
our federal partners from key U.S. Department of the Interior (DOI) agencies lauded Louv's book as a 
benchmark for reframing people-powered outdoor recreation experiences:  

>>While many parents have fun memories ( metameme ) of playing in the woods or camping, now they 

teach their own children that the nature world is a scary place. Says author Richard Louv, “They are 

growing up in a world that has an essentially criminalized natural place.”  

“Louv has named this lack of outdoor playing Nature-Deficit Disorder.  

Not a medical term but a growing trend. In fact in flowery county Florida one public school outlaw 

swinging on the playground to head off lawsuits. Here in California even a neighborhood with plenty of 

trees, tree houses are banned.” Parents says Louv aren’t taking the time or making the effort to 

keep nature alive for children and of getting clear messages. << 

By Kathy Jacobson, Chehalis Basin Education Consortium Coordinator  

NatureMapping Internet Resources 

Recent articles in USA Today, local newspapers, and the new book,  

"Last Child in the Woods -- Saving Our Children from Nature-Deficit Disorder"  

by Richard Louv, are bringing attention to the fact that "childhood pastimes are increasingly moving 

indoors."  

Today's children are the first generation to be raised without meaningful contact with the natural world.  

Within the space of a few decades, the way children understand and experience nature has changed 

radically. Today, kids are more aware of the global threats to the environment, but their physical contact, 

their intimacy with nature is fading 

>>Author Richard Louv points out these dangers in his book Last Child in the Woods;  

saving our children from nature-deficit disorder. (ISBN 1565123913 - April 2005). Many factors play 

into this situation; parents fear of having a safe outlet for their children to enjoy, more and more places 

are being regulated to discourage exploration and the technology available to our children.  

Families have precious little free time and the trend today is for outdoor educational opportunities to be 

posted on event calendars. This is all well and good, but what if personal schedules do not match with 

scheduled events? An all too familiar situation and the children end up on the short end of the stick.<<  

http://futurethought.pbwiki.com/River%20Recreation%20Area
http://www.google.com/search?q=%22www-nmd.usgs.gov%22+GPS+nature+mapping+topography
http://www.wfs.org/forecasts.htm
http://www.google.com/search?q=Chehalis+Basin+%22Leavenworth+Hatchery%22
http://www.nationaltrailspartnership.org/map.asp
http://search.jocohistory.org/cdm4/browse.php?CISOROOT=/1922
http://kaiserklan.com/roundtable/geoscoutingintro.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metameme
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_futurologists
http://www.google.com/search?q=%22Nature+Deficit+Disorder%22+Louv
http://homepage.mac.com/burkhartmnus/VIEW/ALBUM.HTM
http://depts.washington.edu/natmap/resources/
http://depts.washington.edu/natmap/resources/internet.html
http://www.cnaturenet.org/
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Thinklets 

Edit summary:  

A keyword coined by Dr. [[Robert O. Briggs]] with [[GroupSystems]], Inc. in an award-winning paper 

submitted to the [[University of Hawaii at Manoa|Hawaii]] [[International Conference on System Sciences]] at 
[[HICSS]]-34 in January, [[2001]]. 

 
KEYWORD selection is pivotal to pioneering [[Knowledge 

Management]]/[http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_engineering_%28computer_security%29 Social Engineering] 
'''''(KM/SE)''''' 

 

'''Note:''' Wikimedia's ''INFOstructure'' forces using [[Wikipedia:External_links|external links]] like the one above 
to cite concise [[thinklets]] without getting tangled in avoidable '''[[Wikipedia:Disambiguation|decision traps]]''' 

 
Having clear and unified terms to diefine and resolve shared global concerns is vital 

to facilitating the [[Pacific Asian Management Institute]] (PAMI) programs. These are co-located with their ''Mid-

[[Pacific Ocean]] [[virtual campus]]'' 
[http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/University_of_Hawaii_at_Manoa#College_of_Business_Administration CBA Program] 

offered at [[University of Hawaii at Manoa]] as [[Lifelong learning|Adult Lifelong Learning]] aka (ALL)  
 

===External links=== 
 

'''Example''': 

[http://www.google.com/search?q=Groupware+thinkLets+%22Robert+O.+Briggs%22+EasyWinWin+%22Collab
oration+Engineering%22+%22Sustained+Success%22 Groupware thinkLets "Robert O. Briggs" EasyWinWin 

"Collaboration Engineering" "Sustained Success"] 
 

'''KM/SE''' uses ''i4CQuest:ALL-WinWin'' (High-Tech with High-Touch) protocols that 

[[User:RJBurkhart|''geoWIZard'' @ ACCTTS-LLC]] 
began adapting for blended distributed [[e-Learning]] between [[1995]] and [[2015]] 

 
'''PAMI:''' [http://pami.hawaii.edu/ Pacific Asian Management Institute] 

 

* 
[http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Special%3ASearch&search=%22James+Burke%22+Connections+Ide

as '''Wikipedia:''' ''Seeker of uncommon connections'' - James Burke] 
07:21 
+++  

Midwest Mariner-Musings_Pearl-Harbor_Petro-Economics_6n30msw2.doc 
 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thinklets
http://dubitable.com/wiki/Help:Edit_summary

